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Abstract

Panoramic observation using fisheye cameras is signif-
icant in virtual reality (VR) and robot perception. How-
ever, panoramic images synthesized by traditional meth-
ods lack depth information and can only provide three
degrees-of-freedom (3DoF) rotation rendering in VR appli-
cations. To fully preserve and exploit the parallax infor-
mation within the original fisheye cameras, we introduce
MSI-NeRF, which combines deep learning omnidirectional
depth estimation and novel view synthesis. We construct a
multi-sphere image as a cost volume through feature extrac-
tion and warping of the input images. We further build an
implicit radiance field using spatial points and interpolated
3D feature vectors as input, which can simultaneously real-
ize omnidirectional depth estimation and 6DoF view syn-
thesis. Leveraging the knowledge from depth estimation
task, our method can learn scene appearance by source
view supervision only. It does not require novel target views
and can be trained conveniently on existing panorama depth
estimation datasets. Our network has the generalization
ability to reconstruct unknown scenes efficiently using only
four images. Experimental results show that our method
outperforms existing methods in both depth estimation and
novel view synthesis tasks.

1. Introduction

Omnidirectional imagery is an important tool for com-
puter vision, VR, and robotics. Compared to normal pin-
hole images with limited field-of-view (FoV), omnidirec-
tional images include all viewing angles both horizontally
and vertically. It creates a compact way to store information
about an entire scene in just one camera shot. Traditionally,
omnidirectional images are synthesized using multiple fish-
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Figure 1. Our method uses the images captured from four fisheye
cameras arranged in a panoramic configuration as input. Aided
by a multi-sphere image, a generalizable omnidirectional radiance
field can be produced. From the radiance field, we can query occu-
pancy and color information of any spatial position and ray direc-
tion. Then, leveraging the volume rendering formula, novel view
synthesis, and depth estimation can be accomplished.

eye cameras or camera arrays [5, 25]. Seamless omnidirec-
tional images can be generated by matching and stitching
overlapping pixels between adjacent images. They are then
saved in equirectangular projected images using spherical
coordinate representation.

Although the abovementioned method can synthesize
omnidirectional images with pleasant visual quality, more
is needed. On the one hand, omnidirectional images as-
sume that the rays corresponding to all pixels have the same
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origin. Since it is impossible to place the optical centers
of multiple cameras at the same point, there will always be
errors in the stitching method, especially in large parallax
scenarios. On the other hand, stitching and blending images
from cameras at different positions will cause the originally
existing disparity information to be eliminated. As a result,
the final produced image loses its depth information and can
only be rendered in 3DoF, limiting its practical usage in the
scope of robotics and virtual reality.

With the development of computer vision and deep
learning, methods have tried to solve such problems. Omn-
iMVS [38] extends the traditional multi-view stereo (MVS)
method to panoramic views. It uses deep learning meth-
ods to match features between different cameras and re-
turns the panoramic depth map. However, it does not con-
sider occluded regions and is insufficient to support 6DoF
rendering. OmniNeRF [20] proposes a method for 6DoF
rendering panoramically. However, since it requires pro-
cessed omnidirectional images and additional depth as in-
put, it can not be implemented end-to-end. The need for
per-scene optimization also limits its application. MVS-
NeRF [9] achieves free view rendering with generalizable
network. Nevertheless, it only works for object-level or
front-facing scene reconstruction. No research has achieved
the reconstruction of panoramic scenes using a single shot.

This paper aims to generate an omnidirectional represen-
tation that preserves the 3D information in the input multi-
view fisheye images. We can obtain omnidirectional depth
information from such representation and perform 6DoF
perspective synthesis. As input, we collect images from
four surrounding fisheye cameras, and follow the general
MVS pipeline to build a multi-sphere image (MSI) at pre-
defined depth layers as a cost volume. A NeRF [29] is then
constructed to represent the scene implicitly. It takes the
interpolated features from the cost volume as an additional
input to better utilize the learned geometry and texture. Tra-
ditional novel view synthesis task usually needs datasets
containing both source and target view images for training.
But mainstream panoramic datasets only contain depth data
and rarely include target views. Our method utilizes input
images to introduce color supervision into the network, en-
abling generalizable NeRF training using only depth ground
truth. The outline of our method is shown in Fig. 1.

With our approach, we can efficiently render omnidirec-
tional depth maps and novel view images. Vision-based
panoramic depth has the advantages of lower cost, higher
resolution, and larger FoV compared with LiDAR. Such
depth data plays an important role in autonomous driving,
scene reconstruction and robotics application. For the field
of virtual reality, being able to render 6DoF novel views
eliminates the VR sickness caused by 3DoF rendering. It
also proposes a new way of spatial video acquisition and
editing, and can perform video de-shaking for both rotation

and translation.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a deep learning method to synthesize an
omnidirectional radiance field from only four fisheye
inputs. The traditional 2D panorama output is ex-
panded into 3D, and the parallax information inside
the original images is preserved.

• We combine the depth estimation task with the novel
view synthesis task. By leveraging the inductive bias
from MSI representation, multi-task network training
can be achieved only using the most common depth
data supervision.

• Our trained network can generalize across scenes by
pre-training on synthetic datasets. In experiments, our
method performs well on both tasks and achieves state-
of-the-art results. It can be used in various VR and
robotics applications to eliminate VR sickness, enable
panoramic video editing, and 3D reconstruction.

2. Related Works

2.1. Omnidirectional Depth Estimation

Depth estimation using multi-view images has long been
a concern in computer vision [38–40] and robotics [14, 15,
27,41]. By stereo-matching colors or features from different
viewing angles, depth information can be obtained through
the MVS methods [7, 42].

Unlike the general MVS algorithms, which can only gen-
erate depth maps of a specific target perspective, omnidirec-
tional depth estimation aims to obtain panoramic depth us-
ing cameras surrounding all 360◦. It usually requires multi-
ple large FoV fisheye cameras [10, 17, 28, 38–40] or spher-
ical camera array [6, 46] as input. SweepNet [39] modifies
the Plane Sweep method [17] into spherical coordinates and
uses Semi-Global Matching (SGM) [19] to obtain a depth
map. Its following work, OmniMVS [38], also uses the
quad fisheye array but improves the matching module to
a 3D convolution network. Sphere-Sweeping-Stereo [28]
proposes to use adaptive spherical matching and cost ag-
gregation to accelerate inference while maintaining a fine-
grained depth map quality. OmniVidar [40] improves the
traditional fisheye camera model and proposes an attention-
based recurrent network structure for high-quality depth es-
timation.

The above omnidirectional depth estimation methods
can, to some extent, solve the problems of parallax infor-
mation utilization and 3D scene perception. However, free
view roaming and rendering occluded parts can still not be
achieved.
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2.2. Omnidirectional Novel View Synthesis

Novel view synthesis means to continuously interpolate
new views given a limited set of source views. NeRF [29]
and multi-plane image (MPI) [24, 45] methods perform
view synthesis on object level and forward facing scenes
by constructing implicit or explicit geometric proxy. Al-
though high quality novel view images can be generated,
the bounded scene region still limits their practical usage.

In order to extend novel view synthesis to unbounded
scenes, methods using full space mapping [3, 4, 11, 36, 44]
and omnidirectional input [1,16,18,20,22,30,35] have been
developed. Mip-NeRF 360 [3] enhances Mip-NeRF [2]
with scene parameterization to realize 360◦ scene represen-
tation. But it still needs densely captured views for high
quality rendering. Methods taking omnidirectional images
alleviates such problem. MatryODShka [1] takes omni-
directional stereo (ODS) images as input and uses neural
network to blend them into MSI for novel view synthesis.
OmniNeRF [20] first synthesizes multi-view images from
color and depth panorama by point projection. It then trains
a scene specific NeRF using the two-stage method, which
lacks practicality.

Due to that multi-view datasets containing panoramic
images are difficult to obtain, methods usually use single
view with depth auxiliary for nerf training. However, these
methods usually lead to view penetration and artifacts.

2.3. Generalizable NeRF

NeRF and its derived algorithms have shown great per-
formance in 3D scene representation. However, most of
them require scene-specific training. Whenever faced with
a new scenario, these methods need seconds or even hours
of training before they can generate high-quality results
[8, 29, 31]. The nature of training from scratch also makes
them dependent on dense source views to ensure that novel
views can be correctly interpolated.

Leveraging the development of deep learning and stereo
matching, NeRF with generalizability gradually emerged
[9, 12, 13, 23, 26, 34, 37, 43]. These generalizable NeRFs
eliminate scene-specific training and can quickly synthesize
novel views after training on large-scale datasets, even with
only sparse view inputs. PixelNeRF [43] first uses a CNN
encoder to extract image features from source views. It then
builds an implicit function that takes the projected 2D fea-
tures as additional input, following the idea of image-based
rendering. IBRNet [37] proposes a similar way to achieve
generalizability. It uses a ray transformer to add interaction
along the ray during the render process. Differently, MVS-
NeRF [9] incorporates MVS methods into NeRF rendering.
It first constructs a cost volume from the source views using
plane sweeping and 3D convolution. Interpolated 3D fea-
tures and the projected colors are then added to the NeRF
input, transferring prior knowledge into the implicit field.

Although the above methods achieve fast generalizable
NeRF reconstruction using only a small number of views,
they are all targeted at the object level or forward-facing
scene situations. Obtaining omnidirectional scene represen-
tation using a single shot remains a challenging problem.

3. Method
In this work, we present MSI-NeRF, a deep learn-

ing method that inputs four fisheye images and outputs a
panoramic scene representation. It adopts the representation
form of NeRF and uses priorly generated multi-sphere im-
ages as a geometric aid. Such representation enables 6DoF
view synthesis while retaining depth information. During
optimization, our method only requires depth ground truth.
It can introduce color information into the network through
input data to achieve multi-task supervision. Our MSI-
NeRF consists of three blocks: multi-sphere image con-
struction (Sec. 3.1), hybrid neural rendering (Sec. 3.2),
and multi-task supervision (Sec. 3.3). Its overall structure
is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1. Multi-Sphere Image Construction

Our method takes four wide FoV fisheye images as in-
put. They are captured from a multi-fisheye camera rig with
four cameras surrounding the 360◦ of the scene. First, a 2D
CNN network with sharing weights extracts feature maps
from the captured images. Then, a multi-sphere image is
built to aggregate the multi-view images. It consists of a se-
ries of predefined depth layers. Each layer is parameterized
by equirectangular projection with the same resolution. In
order to handle scenes with infinite depth while considering
the reconstruction precision of close-range scenes, we uni-
formly divide these layers by their inverse depth. Similar
to the plane sweeping methods done in the forward-facing
scenes, we project pixels on the MSI back to every fisheye
camera using their intrinsics and extrinsics. The value of
each pixel will be filled with the concatenation of the fea-
ture vectors from the four feature maps. The projection is
shown in the following equations:

p(θ, ϕ) = (cos(ϕ) cos(θ), sin(ϕ), cos(ϕ) sin(θ))⊤, (1)

Vn,k(θ, ϕ) = Fk

(
Πk

(
p(θ, ϕ)/d−1

n

))
, (2)

where p represents the unit ray for the spherical coordinate,
θ, ϕ are the corresponding azimuth and elevation, Πk is the
projection function from rig coordinate to the kth camera,
and d−1

n is the inverse depth of the nth layer. V alias the
generated spherical volume representation, and F is the im-
age feature map.

Finally, the constructed spherical layers V will be pro-
cessed by 3D CNN networks to match and fuse the features
from different viewing angles. Unlike OmniMVS [38],
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Figure 2. Structure of our method. Our method can be divided into three parts. First, by 2D feature extraction and warping, a multi-sphere
image (MSI) representation can be built. Then, through geometric and appearance 3D decoders, explicit features (fgeo, fappr) containing
prior information can be obtained. They are then fed into NeRF implicit MLP along with point position x, ray direction d, and projected
color c. The output occupancy and color are used for fisheye color image and depth image rendering, forming the final supervision loss.

which directly regress the cost volume in the depth dimen-
sion to obtain a depth map, and MatryODShka [1], which
directly blends colors between these layers, we aim to build
a continuous 3D representation that contains both geometry
and appearance information. Specifically, we use two sep-
arate networks to further process the obtained MSI volume
V. The first network works as a comparator, generating
a cost volume to store geometric information. The second
network additionally outputs an appearance volume, retain-
ing the projected color information. Their functionality can
be demonstrated as the following process:

Vgeo = hgeo(V), Vapp = happ(V), (3)

where hgeo and happ represents the two decoders, and Vgeo

and Vapp are the generated feature volumes. They encode
the spatial occupancy and color information respectively,
and can be used as explicit aids for radiance field con-
struction and neural rendering. By distinguishing between
appearance and geometry volume representations, we can
make our decoder network functions more concrete, each
performing their own duties. It also allows interaction and
clarity of network learning.

3.2. Hybrid Neural Rendering

In order to achieve free viewpoint roaming, continuous
representation is needed to infer color and geometric at-
tributes at any location. We utilize the cutting-edge NeRF
[29] for viewpoint interpolation and rendering. However,
vanilla NeRF lacks the generalization ability and can only
preserve knowledge of a single scene. In this work, we

incorporate generalizable knowledge from front-end deep
neural networks trained on large-scale datasets with NeRF
implicit function and form a hybrid neural rendering sys-
tem.

We construct our implicit function using an MLP. It can
be represented as:

o, c = f(x,d, fgeo, fappr, cproj ,Θ), (4)

where o and c are the outputted occupancy probability and
RGB color, Θ is the network parameter that implicitly saves
the scene information, and x and d represent the spatial co-
ordinate and viewing direction respectively. The interpo-
lated geometry and appearance features fgeo and fappr car-
rying prior learned information from the MSI volume Vgeo

and Vapp are also fed into the function. We additionally
consider the projected pixel colors cproj from the original
fisheye images as input, providing a hint for color learning.
It can also be viewed as a way of implicit color blending.
The above variables are obtained by the following equation:

fgeo, fappr = S(x,Vgeo,Vapp),

cproj,k = Ik (Πk (x)) ,
(5)

where S represents the interpolation operation, and Ik is the
kth color image. In particular, we first apply positional en-
coding on the position and direction vectors. Then, we use
an MLP taking embedded x, d, and fgeo as input, generat-
ing the occupancy and a feature vector. Finally, the feature
vector is then processed by another MLP along with fappr
and cproj , generating the final color output.
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Since we use inverse depth as the MSI layer arrange-
ment criterion, for distant layers, the distance between two
adjacent layers is also greater. In this way, using 3D inter-
polation will cause wrongly mixed prior features and affect
convergence during training. As a result, we use the in-
tersection of rays and spherical depth layers as our sample
points. This way, only 2D interpolation on the 3D volume is
needed, avoiding blending between depth layers with large
gaps while maintaining balanced sample points. The inter-
section is calculated by solving a quadratic equation:

a = rTd rd, b = 2rTd ro, cn = rTo ro − 1/(d−1
n )2, (6)

where a, b, and c are the corresponding coefficients, and ro
and rd are the origin and unit direction of the ray r. The
solution that conforms to the perspective relationship can
be obtained by the root-finding formula:

zn =
−b+

√
b2 − 4acn
2a

if ∥ro∥2 < 1/(d−1
n ), (7)

where zn is the depth of the intersecting point with the nth

sphere along the ray. After points sampling, we follow the
pipeline of UNISURF [32] to conduct volume rendering:

Ĉ(r) =

Ns∑
i=1

w (pi) c (pi, r) , D̂(r) =

Ns∑
i=1

w (pi) d (pi) ,

(8)
where Ns is the number of intersecting spheres, pi denotes
the ith sampled points on ray r, and d(pi) denotes the depth
value at position pi. The weight w (pi) is the product of the
occupancy value o(pi) and the occlusion term T (pi):

w (pi) = o (pi)T (pi) , T (pi) =

i−1∏
j=1

(1− o (pj)) .

(9)
Through the volume rendering, we can synthesize color im-
ages Ĉ(r) and depth maps D̂(r) at any viewpoint with any
camera intrinsics.

3.3. Multi-Task Supervision

In order to let our network generalize across different
scenes, training on large-scale panoramic image datasets
is needed. However, large-scale datasets containing both
source fisheye images and multi-view target images are dif-
ficult to obtain. Such difficulties will lead to trouble in
learning scene appearance and novel view synthesis. In this
work, we utilize the widely used fisheye omnidirectional
depth estimation datasets proposed by OmniMVS [38] for
both geometry and appearance understanding of panoramic
scenes. We revisit the training mechanism of generalizable
NeRFs and find that the purpose of using multi-view target
images for network training is: (a) to predict scene occupy
information and (b) to predict the appearance information

of the occluded part of the scene. These two points al-
low generalizable NeRFs to quickly synthesize novel views
from a small number of target views, using the learned prior
knowledge. Now that we already have the depth supervi-
sion to learn occupancy, we only need to find a way to in-
ject occluded color supervision into training. We come up
with the idea of directly using the input fisheye images as
a multi-view supervision to provide texture information for
the occluded parts.

To this end, we propose our multi-task supervision strat-
egy. For the original depth ground truth aligned with the
rig coordinate, we use the rendered depth to compare it as
depth supervision. We further render fisheye color images
using the source camera’s intrinsic and extrinsic and com-
pare them with the captured images, forming an additional
color supervision. Our loss function is represented as:

Ldepth =
1

|Rp|
∑
r∈Rp

∥∥∥D̂(r)−D(r)
∥∥∥
1
,

Lcolor =
1

|Rf |
∑
r∈Rf

∥∥∥Ĉ(r)−C(r)
∥∥∥2
2
,

(10)

L = Lcolor + λdLdepth, (11)

where Rp is the set of rays that makes up the central
panoramic depth image, and Rf is the set of rays that con-
stitutes the four fisheye images.

The depth supervision can provide a useful geometry
guidance to the multi-sphere images, which also shares
knowledge to appearance network and benefit color image
generation. If only source fisheye images are used for train-
ing, turning the method into fully self-supervised, the net-
work will suffer from insufficient overlapping and bad scene
structure prediction. Adding depth supervision greatly con-
strained such problems.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

We implement our method using the Pytorch frame-
work. Training and validation are all carried out on a GPU
server with four RTX 2080Ti. During optimization, we use
ADAM [21] optimizer with a learning rate of 3 × 10−4.
The loss weight of depth is set to λd = 5. We first train
the base model on OmniThings dataset for 30 epochs and
then fine-tune it on OmniHouse dataset for 10 [38]. We set
the inverse depth layer number to 64 and the range of layer
value to [0, 2]m−1. Due to limited GPU memory, after in-
ference of geometry and appearance volumes, we randomly
sample 8192 rays on fisheyes and 8192 rays on the omni-
directional depth map, expressed as |Rp| = |Rf | = 8192.
Then, volume rendering is done on these rays for further
color and depth supervision.
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Figure 3. Qualitative results of our depth estimation experiment. We compare the generated omnidirectional depth map with the ground
truth depth from the dataset. Our method can generate fine-grained depth estimations while getting rid of over-fitting due to rich texture.

Dataset OmniHouse OmniThings
Method > 0.1 > 0.3 > 0.5 MAE RMSE > 0.1 > 0.3 > 0.5 MAE RMSE

MatryODShka 2.091 0.271 0.066 0.017 0.032 12.989 4.046 1.662 0.053 0.032
OmniMVS 1.253 0.117 0.071 0.011 0.023 10.592 3.265 1.305 0.046 0.105

Ours 1.255 0.180 0.033 0.011 0.024 10.149 3.212 1.328 0.044 0.103

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation result of depth estimation.

For comparison, baseline methods are retrained on the
same datasets using the same training strategy. We also
keep the network capacity and hyperparameters of them
consistent with our implementation.

4.2. Datasets

We use the fisheye panorama datasets proposed in Omn-
iMVS [38] for network training. Specifically, we use Om-
niThings for base model training and OmniHouse for in-
door scene fine-tuning. In addition to the four surrounding
fisheye cameras, each sample contains a depth ground-truth
image in the center. The last 5% of the dataset is extracted
for validation.

We also capture fisheye and multi-view images in the
Replica [33] simulator to verify the novel view synthesis
performance. The Replica360 dataset we constructed con-
tains 33 indoor scenes, each with 4 fisheye source views
and 5 randomly sampled omnidirectional target views. The
visualization of our Replica360 dataset is in Fig. 4.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Visualization of our Replica360 dataset. The fisheye
source views (a), and the multi-view omnidirectional target images
(b) are captured from the Replica simulator.

4.3. Depth Evaluation

We evaluate the omnidirectional depth estimation perfor-
mance on a validation set extracted from the OmniHouse
and OmniThings. Original and fine-tuned models are used

6



MatryODShka NeRF-360-NGP Ours GT

Figure 5. Qualitative results of our novel view synthesis experiment. We generate novel panoramic images in the dataset’s target view
location and compare them with the ground truth. Our method can generate high-quality and consistent rendering results, avoiding blurring
and ghosting artifacts.

for different datasets, respectively. The qualitative and
quantitative evaluation results are shown in Fig. 3 and Tab.
1. We use inverse depth value as our comparison metric,
and the unit is set to m−1. The qualifier ”> k” represents
the pixel ratio whose MAE is larger than threshold k.

It can be seen that the depth map generated by MatryO-
DShka [1] has blurring effect and poor accuracy. Although
OmniMVS [38] can generate fine object edges, it focuses
too much on texture, resulting in incorrect depth estimation
on surfaces with rich textures. Our method is able to gener-
ate fine edges while maintaining overall accuracy.

4.4. Novel View Synthesis Evaluation

To test the novel view synthesis ability, we conduct com-
parative experiments against MatryODShka [1] and NeRF-
360-NGP [3, 29, 31]. Since MatryODShka uses binocular
omnidirectional stereo (ODS) images as input which is also
originated from fisheye cameras, we re-implement it using
our fisheye input setting to align the input format. In partic-
ular, we use sphere sweep method directly on the input fish-
eye images to generate four sphere sweep volumes (SSV)
and pass them to the network to get the blending weights.
We also add a depth renderer so that it can be trained using
depth ground-truth only. As for NeRF-360-NGP, we expand
the NeRF [29] method to 360◦ using spatial parameteriza-
tion from Mip-NeRF 360 [3] and achieve efficient training
through Instant-NGP [31].

We show our qualitative and quantitative results in Fig. 5
and Tab. 2. It can be seen that the color blending design in
MatryODShka generates ghosting effect when trained with
only depth ground truth. NeRF-360-NGP fails to gener-
ate reasonable novel views with limited input images and
shared viewing angles. Our method exceeds other general-
izable and scene-specific methods in terms of image qual-
ity. It achieves high accuracy on novel view synthesis and
shows excellent generalization ability on cross-dataset vali-
dation.

Method Generalizable PSNR SSIM LPIPS
MatryODShka " 29.665 0.584 0.419
NeRF-360-NGP % 28.594 0.451 0.541

Ours " 37.302 0.957 0.077

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation result of novel view synthesis.

4.5. Ablation Studies

Our generalizable neural rendering method does not fol-
low traditional novel view synthesis process. It is mainly re-
flected in three key designs: additional color projection, ra-
diance field rendering, and separated geometry and appear-
ance decoder. We conduct ablation studies to demonstrate
the effect of these designs by removing them individually.
The results are shown in Fig. 6 and Tab. 3.
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w/o Color Input w/o Radiance Field w/o Separated Decoder Ours Full Model

Figure 6. Qualitative results of our ablation studies. We generate novel view images of our method without key designs and compare them
with our full model. Ours full model generates the novel view images with the best overall quality and finest details.

Although generating good depth maps, the method with-
out additional color input struggles at color learning, pro-
ducing blurry images. Method without radiance field ren-
dering directly outputs color and occupancy spheres, caus-
ing ghosting effects in the synthesized views. Method with-
out separated decoders performs well at novel view synthe-
sis tasks but lacks the ability to estimate fine-grained depth
maps. These results show that both designs play an essen-
tial role in our method. Ours full model uses color projec-
tion input to gain additional color information and implic-
itly mix them to achieve more reasonable color output. The
usage of radiance field rendering creates a more consistent
image generation and results in finer color and depth gener-
ation. Moreover, the design of separated geometry and ap-
pearance decoder makes the role of the network clearer and
avoids data confusion. These ablation experiments prove
the rationality and innovation of our framework.

Figure 7. Visualization of our method with only color supervision

We also test our method with only color image for super-
vision (self-supervised), and the results are shown in Fig. 7.
Although the structure of explicit MSI volumes along with
implicit NeRF rendering works as geometry proxy and rea-
sonable rendering results can be generated, they are of se-
vere artifacts which are far from being able to be applied in
upper-level applications.

4.6. Real-world Experiment

To test our approach’s generalizability and real-world
performance, we constructed a self-collected dataset using

Method PSNR SSIM LPIPS
w/o Color Input 32.080 0.783 0.287

w/o Radiance Field 29.620 0.553 0.432
w/o Separated Decoder 37.200 0.953 0.088

Ours Full Model 37.302 0.957 0.077

Table 3. Quantitative evaluation result of ablation studies.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a): Our self-made multi-fisheye camera rig system for
real-world data capture. It comprises 4 fisheye cameras with 220◦

FoV arranged on a circle with a diameter of 0.4m. (b): The cap-
tured source views, the generated omnidirectional depth map, and
the synthesized image in the real-world experiment.

a multi-fisheye camera rig with similar settings to the syn-
thetic datasets. The data capture system, fisheye image sam-
ples, and the generated results can be seen in Fig. 8. From
the generated depth and novel view images, we can see that
our method can be well generalized from sim to real. The
real-world experiment also demonstrates the practical appli-
cation value of this method for virtual reality video shoot-
ing and 3D scene reconstruction in real-world scenes. How-
ever, our method has limitations because it requires accurate
camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters and calibration er-
rors may cause blurring and artifacts in color and depth im-
ages in real-world scenes.
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5. Conclusion
This paper explores the problem of generating a

panoramic scene representation using only four fisheye im-
ages as input. To solve this, our presented MSI-NeRF com-
bines the advantage of multi-sphere image representation
with volume rendering to construct a generalizable NeRF.
From such representation, accurate omnidirectional depth
estimation and high-quality novel view synthesis can be
conducted efficiently, with only a single network inference.
As a result, our method outperforms baseline methods in
both image quality and feasibility, which is of great signifi-
cance for virtual reality and robotics applications.

6. Additional Implementation Details
Since MatryODShka [1] has different input and output

format to our method, to achieve fair comparison, we re-
implement MatryODShka and match its data format with
ours. MatryODShka uses two omnidirectional stereo (ODS)
images as input and sphere sweep the images as a sphere
sweep volume (SSV). We find that four fisheye images can
provide larger FoV than the original two ODS images, so
we directly use fisheye images to construct the SSV. For
the network MatryODShka used to process SSV, we use the
same 3D CNN structure as our MSI decoder by just chang-
ing the input and output channel number. We modify the
output of the network to generate a blending weight using
soft max layer. Alpha blending is then conducted and the
final color and depth images can be rendered.

7. Network Architecture
We basically follow the CNN structure proposed in [38]

and modify the output format to connect it with our NeRF
[29] MLP. The CNN network channel is declined to save
GPU memory for the additional MLP and neural rendering.
The input of the network is four fisheye images. We use
the residual convolution blocks for the image feature ex-
traction, and the dilated convolution for the larger receptive
field. The output feature map size is half of the input image.
We use a shallow MLP that takes coordinate, direction, pro-
jected color and interpolated feature vector as input. The
output color and occupancy are then rendered into color and
depth map.

8. Derivation Details
We give a detailed derivation of Equation (6) in the main

body. Given the ray origin ro = (ox, oy, oz)
T and ray di-

rection rd = (dx, dy, dz)
T , the equation of the ray can be

given as:
r(z) = ro + zrd, (12)

where z is the parameter indicating the distance along the
ray, the depth. Since the sphere equation can be writen as

x2+ y2+ z2 = d2, we substitute r(z) into the sphere equa-
tion:

(rox + zrdx
)
2
+
(
roy + zrdy

)2
+ (roz + zrdz

)
2
= d2.

(13)
We can simplify it to:

r2ox+r2oy+r2oz+2z
(
roxrdx

+ royrdy
+ rozrdz

)
+z2 = d2.

(14)
From this, we can tell that the problem is to solve a
quadratic equation and the coefficients of the quadratic
term, linear term, constant term can be represented as:

a = rTd rd, b = 2rTd ro, cn = rTo ro−1/
(
d−1

)2
. (15)

Then the original formula can be established.

9. Application Prospects
Being able to synthesize novel views in 6DoF and es-

timate depth map panoramically mean a lot to VR and
robotics.

Traditional VR contents are usually shot by image stitch-
ing, which is simply a stream of panorama images. This re-
sults in a limited 3DoF camera movement which can cause
omitted parallax information, low immersion, and VR sick-
ness. Instead, our method retains the parallax information
within the multi-camera system and achieves 6DoF render-
ing. This can bring a whole new experience to VR content
without changing the shooting equipment. Further more,
different from the existing panoramic cameras that only
support three-degree-of-freedom re-movement and editing,
the video captured by this method can be moved and edited
in the translation direction. This is of great significance for
filming and video making.

On the robotics side, being able to produce omnidirec-
tional depth estimation also helps a lot. It bring perception
in autonomous robots to a new level. Compared to LiDAR,
it is much cheaper, with wider FoV, and denser points per
frame. The novel view synthesis ability also makes driving
cars or drones under a third person’s view possible, which
benefits a lot in teleoperation and navigation.

10. Limitations
Limited by the memory size of the GPU device, our net-

work capacity is restricted and the resolution of the gener-
ated color and depth map is set to 512×256. Also, due to the
limited computation performance, our method can only run
at around three frames per second. These limitations makes
our method hard to applied in applications with strong real-
time requirements.

At the same time, our method also requires accurate ex-
trinsic and intrinsic calibration. These parameters are used
in the warping process that turns fisheye projection into MSI
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representation, which is essential to the final result. In our
real-world experiment, the generated color and depth image
both suffer from poorly calibrated cameras, which results
in blurry and artifacts. The quality of real-world generation
will degrade compared to the results from synthetic data.

Due to the usage of MSI, the free roaming of the camera
is limited inside the smallest sphere. This way, the setting of
the smallest radius can be a trade of between the nearest col-
lision limit and the virtual camera moving range. A bigger
inner sphere can lead to a wider moving range, while may
cause objects close to camera being cut off. This trade off
needs careful tuning when faced with different scenarios.

11. Additional Experiments Result
Here, we show the additional generated depth estimation

and novel view synthesis results on the OmniHouse dataset.
They are shown in Fig. 9. More visualization results can be
seen in the video in the supplementary files.
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Figure 9. Additional experiment results.
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